Paper fall 2022:
CS 101:
Questions:
1. We have different operating systems.Write three types of operating system?
2.Binary Addition.
3.Types Full Form of URL.Also write three examples of URL.
4.Convert bit pattern to Hexadecimal.

Today  my  paper Cs411 
8:30

mostly mcq in waqar file and highlighted handouts
write xaml code to create a button in a canvas with attributes left=0 right =0left =0 bottom =0
different between event consumer and event procetuer 
2  Question coding di gai thi uski output btanai thi 
1 question list of options di gai thi jismasy computer program and time intrupt finde karna tha

Today's cs408 paper
12 to 13 Mcq's from Junaid file
One question is about ATM system...how to improve withdrawing amount system..(5 marks)
One question is about iteration (3 marks)
One is the comparison of colors background in real environment..
aik ye tha Why blue color disappear while seeing...ye sahi sy statement yd ni

paper 8:30 cs501
Mcqs easy thy past sy bhi thy and kuch book sy 
Subjective
3marksFALCON_A mein 2 ALU instruction  btani thi 
FALCON A ki instruction k bary mein briefly btana tha
5 marksCISC features list btani thi 
5marksException program and hardware exception mein diff btana tha
SPEC ka question tha 
3 question 5 marks and 2 question 3 marks 18 mcqs.....BEST OF LUCK

Eng301 
Midterm
10-1-2022 
Time - 10:30
 Mcqs easy thy 
Files m sy thy kuch new thy 
Questions saray true false and fill in the blanks walay thy 
Ik question  tha discuss space as individual culture

Or fill in the blanks thy 
Persuasive request ko zehan m rkhty huye fill krny thy 5 nmbr k

Fall 2021
Cs408 
Mid term paper
At 8:30 am

1). How to improve ATM machine software and easy for end user?
2) Name the applications that use function of windows in windows
3) Take opinion from stakeholders about design of product?
4) What is HCI according to CMA?

18 mcqs thy 

Aik mcqs tha Kay 
1)Bank+ATM=?
2) Organizational memory Kay related tha mcqs 

Baqi virtulians ki file thi us me say mcqs thy 

ISL
Total 5 subjective thy aik yaad ni 
Paper me mujy do ayat k tarjmy ay thy
 Ak sura akhlas ka tha
Dorsi ka koi idea nahi tha
Total 32 question thy
Or 28 mcqs thy
Long me five feature of Islamic hospital wala tha

MGT503
28 MCQS
4 Questions
1.Define Authority (2Marks)
2.Contemporary Planning(2Marks)
3.Benefits of decision making styles(3Marks)
4.Planning and Organizing Functions Of Management(5Marks)
(40 Marks Paper)
Phy101 27 msqs thy jis main sy 15-17past papers main sy thy 2 short question thy 2 marks k or 2 long question thy 5 marks k
Phy101 ka paper
 conceptual b tha or ziyada tar tension sy related or waves k bary mn questions thy. Subjective portion mn koi numerical nai aya
Mcqs mostly past sy thy. Or wo file jo orange monkey ny tyar ki thi, us mn sy bhi
Definitions of types of wave.( stand waves, shock waves, interference, beats) 
Or ek tension sy related conceptual tha
Total questions 31
27mcqs and 2 marks k 2 question or 5 marks k 2 questions
: *Mid Term Paper Fall 2021* 
*Date 10-02-2021*
*Timing 8:30a.m*
*Exam Phy101*
*Total 31 Question*
*27 Mcqs* 
*2 Short 2 Marks*
*2 Long Question 5 Mark's k*
*Mostly Mcqs From Past paper and Quiz File*
 
*Definitions of types of wave.( stand waves, shock waves,* *interference, beats)*
*Or ek tension sy related conceptual tha*
CS 101 
Paper 8:30 AM
18 Mcqs from Handouts. 2 to 3 are from past papers.
5 Questions
1- The Ballpoint which is a stationary thing is of 20 rupees. Write the output in code in XML 
2- A Novel written by M.Ali "first novel of Ali" write output in Code XML.
3- these are search by Google. Write their output
#Artificialintelligence
* for tat
4- You have 2 Ethernet bus network and one WiFi network You have to send message through WiFi network to Ethernet network. Write steps.
5- Change decimal value 25 into Binary notation.

ISL PAPER
Paper me mujy do ayat k tarjmy ay thy
 Ak sura akhlas ka tha
Dorsi ka koi idea nahi tha
Total 32 question thy
Or 28 mcqs thy
Long me five feature of Islamic hospital wala tha
Eng101
: Long main idea is heart of paragraph .??
Compound and complex sentences . differentiate krna tha koch sentences given thay 
Assassination ka synonym likhny thayy 3 
Fact and opinion likhnyy thayy .. koch sentences given tahyy ...
Or mcqs zada past paper sa nai ayyy 
Quiz mn zada tr synonyms batany thayy 
Meaning batany thayy 
Or koch grammar mn sa thayy
: Phy101 ka paper conceptual b tha or ziyada tar tension sy related or waves k bary mn questions thy. Subjective portion mn koi numerical nai aya
: Total questions 31
27mcqs and 2 marks k 2 question or 5 marks k 2 questions
*EDU301*
Timing's: 8:30AM
Day: January 10, 2022
 
*Questions*
1.Declarative learning
2.Blooms and khlawals taxonomy
3.How working with Professional helps to motivate a teacher?
4.Content process
5.Responding levels of affecting domain
6.Deductive and inductive reasoning
7.Key points of success of students
8.Facts and generalization
CS 101 
Paper 8:30 AM
18 Mcqs from Handouts. 2 to 3 are from past papers.
5 Questions
1- The Ballpoint which is a stationary thing is of 20 rupees. Write the output in code in XML 
2- A Novel written by M.Ali "first novel of Ali" write output in Code XML.
3- these are search by Google. Write their output
#Artificialintelligence
* for tat
4- You have 2 Ethernet bus network and one WiFi network You have to send message through WiFi network to Ethernet network. Write steps.
5- Change decimal value 25 into Binary notation.
Today Sta301 midterm 
All mcqs from past ppr and questions form practice questions
1. Arthematic mean uses?
2.mean deviation for ungroup data data was given?
3. Coefficient of variations?
4. First two moment?
5.P(A/B) and P(B/A)? Values was given
Splice junction  
Partial digestion input output 
Motifs problem 
Four cases of pattern finding (5)
Distance (2)
ncbi a. Definition
B. Source c.locus. 
Aesy kuch tha 5 marks ka 
Mcqs. Past thy
Muhammad imran wali file sy
 
BIF 501
MSN?
Knoth Morris alogrithim
Tranposible Element
Organism sequencing 
Mcqs mostly from file
BIF 501 
Brute Force 5
DNA RNa Difference 5
transposible element 3
partial digestion 2
READSeq 2
acatac sequence in text 3
MCqs past file sy thy
Today's cs408 paper
12 to 13 Mcq's from Junaid file
One question is about ATM system...how to improve withdrawing amount system..(5 marks)
One question is about iteration (3 marks)
One is the comparison of colors background in real environment..
aik ye tha Why blue color disappear while seeing...ye sahi sy statement yd ni
Today  my  paper Cs411 
8:30
 
mostly mcq in waqar file and highlighted handouts
 
write xaml code to create a button in a canvas with attributes left=0 right =0left =0 bottom =0
different between event consumer and event procetuer 
2  Question coding di gai thi uski output btanai thi 
1 question list of options di gai thi jismasy computer program and time intrupt finde karna tha
Aoa,mine paper 8:30 cs501 
total 23 q
Mcqs easy thy past sy bhi thy and kuch book sy 
Subjective
3marksFALCON_A mein 2 ALU instruction  btani thi 
FALCON A ki instruction k bary mein briefly btana tha
5 marksCISC features list btani thi 
5marksException program and hardware exception mein diff btana tha
SPEC ka question tha 
3 question 5 marks and 2 question 3 marks 18 mcqs.....BEST OF LUCK
 
Copied.
Today paper 
 
Basic themes of physiology
 
Functions of catecholamines
 
Hodgkin cycle
 
Hormones for water and ion balance
 
 
 
cAMP signaling
 
Acetylcholine receptors and types
Zoo501
1 questn ) Discontinues inheritnce?
3rd note on spermatogenesis and oogenesis
2nd mitotic apparatus
4th law of independent assortment
Or 18 objctives
5th note on mendelian and non mendelian
Mideterm paper cs (101)
5 marks question
Algorithm making a cup of tea module 85
3 marks questions
1 Artificial intelligence
2 psl cricket match
3 tit
Search on search engine and give your results
5marks question
Sounds amplitude
3marks question
Binary addition and compliment sa related th

Cs506(10.1.22) 
Mcqs asaan thy
2 questions theoretical 
Node stream and filter stream
Port numbers of ftp,http, telnet
Phir do questions error find krky ky reasons btani thein
Last coding ka tha
3-Cartesian product ka long tha ek 
4-Scenario diya tha student ka. Student id name date of birth address age
In ki ERD Diagram bnani thi 
Student id name ko composite 
Hobby ko multivalued m
Or Date of birth ko derived m ahow krna tha
Today  Sta301 midterm 
All mcqs from past ppr and questions form practice questions
1. Arthematic mean uses?
2.mean deviation for ungroup data data was given?
3. Coefficient of variations?
4. First two moment?
5.P(A/B) and P(B/A)? Values was given
Repeated mcqs thy kafi or 
PGR starategy 5 marks
Need to reserve Aqautic resources 
Horizontal transfer in bacteria 5
Vertical transfer
Grading up
 Bt101
Conventional current 2
Relationship between evolution and paleontology 5
Types of grazer2
Difference between grazing and browsing5
Vestigial organs relationship with evolution3
Tropospheric ozone layer 3
: Paper ECO401 8:30 Am
Discuss the importance of Elastic in firm's decision making ?
Differentiate between total utilities & marginal utilities?
Calculate the equilibrium price & equilibrium quantity 
Qs = 100 - 10s
Qd = 
Derive the equation Budget line briefly? 
 

Bt101
Conventional current 2
Relationship between evolution and paleontology 5
Types of grazer2
Difference between grazing and browsing5
Vestigial organs relationship with evolution3
Tropospheric ozone layer 3
Bt503My Today paper 
MCQS  FROM PPTS (Bht hi asan agr aik dfa ppts achay say pr lay ) 
Q NO1
What is bioindicators?2
Q NO 2
Advantages of biotrickling fikter  over biofilter?2
Q NO 3
Three phases of submerged aeration biofilter?3
Q NO 4
How to make plants more stable and tolerate against TMV.3
Q NO 5
what qualities are important and considerable of pollutants. For bio-processing.5
QNO 6
Brief note on maturation ponds?5
Paper was owsome and cool.
*Cs403* 08:30
Difference between Primary key and alternative key 2 points?
Which tool can be use after analyzing a problem to develop a diagram?
If organization is using file server how you can agree a higher management to use a DBMS brief with 5 points.
Falcon A mn 3 question thy or immediate register ka 1 question or n bits ka 1 question tha paper easy tha
cs501
total 23 q
Mcqs easy thy past sy bhi thy and kuch book sy 
Subjective
3marksFALCON_A mein 2 ALU instruction  btani thi 
FALCON A ki instruction k bary mein briefly btana tha
5 marksCISC features list btani thi 
5marksException program and hardware exception mein diff btana tha
SPEC ka question tha 
3 question 5 marks and 2 question 3 marks 18 mcqs.....
[10/01, 11:14] Rana Toqeer ahmad Khan: Fall 2021
Cs408 
Mid term paper
At 8:30 am
 
1). How to improve ATM machine software and easy for end user?
2) Name the applications that use function of windows in windows
3) Take opinion from stakeholders about design of product?
4) What is HCI according to CMA?
 
Total 5 subjective thy aik yaad ni 
 
18 mcqs thy 
 
Aik mcqs tha Kay 
1)Bank+ATM=?
2) Organizational memory Kay related tha mcqs 
 
Baqi virtulians ki file thi us me say mcqs thy 
 
I share the file
Bio 201 Timing 8:30
Importance of Dna 
Cytoskeleton
Cellular Membrane difference between meiosis and mitosis 
Difference between Active transport and Passive Transport

Today  my  paper Cs411 
8:30

mostly mcq in waqar file and highlighted handouts
 
write xaml code to create a button in a canvas with attributes left=0 right =0left =0 bottom =0
different between event consumer and event procetuer 
2  Question coding di gai thi uski output btanai thi 
1 question list of options di gai thi jismasy computer program and time intrupt finde karna tha
Today's cs408 paper
12 to 13 Mcq's from Junaid file
One question is about ATM system...how to improve withdrawing amount system..(5 marks)
One question is about iteration (3 marks)
One is the comparison of colors background in real environment..
aik ye tha Why blue color disappear while seeing...ye sahi sy statement yd ni
Aoa,mine paper 8:30 cs501total 23 q
Mcqs easy thy past sy bhi thy and kuch book sy 
Subjective
3marksFALCON_A mein 2 ALU instruction  btani thi 
FALCON A ki instruction k bary mein briefly btana tha
5 marksCISC features list btani thi 
5marksException program and hardware exception mein diff btana tha
SPEC ka question tha 
3 question 5 marks and 2 question 3 marks 18 mcqs.....BEST OF LUCK

ENG 101 Current Papers
Long main idea is heart of paragraph .??
Compound and complex sentences . differentiate krna tha koch sentences given thay 
Assassination ka synonym likhny thayy 3 
Fact and opinion likhnyy thayy .. koch sentences given tahyy ...
Or mcqs zada past paper sa nai ayyy 
Quiz mn zada tr synonyms batany thayy 
Meaning batany thayy 
Or koch grammar mn sa thayy
Today's cs408 paper
12 to 13 Mcq's from Junaid file
One question is about ATM system...how to improve withdrawing amount system..(5 marks)
One question is about iteration (3 marks)
One is the comparison of colors background in real environment..
aik ye tha Why blue color disappear while seeing...ye sahi sy statement yd ni
 
Copied.
Definitions of types of wave.( stand waves, shock waves, interference, beats) 
Or ek tension sy related conceptual tha
Phy101
 ka paper conceptual b tha or ziyada tar tension sy related or waves k bary mn questions thy. Subjective portion mn koi numerical nai aya
Definitions of types of wave.( stand waves, shock waves, interference, beats) 
Or ek tension sy related conceptual tha
Total questions 31
27mcqs and 2 marks k 2 question or 5 marks k 2 questions
ISL
Paper me mujy do ayat k tarjmy ay thy
 Ak sura akhlas ka tha
Dorsi ka koi idea nahi tha
Total 32 question thy
Or 28 mcqs thy
Long me five feature of Islamic hospital wala tha
Cs408 
Mid term paper
At 8:30 am
 
1). How to improve ATM machine software and easy for end user?
2) Name the applications that use function of windows in windows
3) Take opinion from stakeholders about design of product?
4) What is HCI according to CMA?
 
Total 5 subjective thy aik yaad ni 
 
18 mcqs thy 
 
Aik mcqs tha Kay 
1)Bank+ATM=?
2) Organizational memory Kay related tha mcqs 
 
Baqi virtulians ki file thi us me say mcqs thy 
 
Cs408 
Mid term paper
At 8:30 am
 
1). How to improve ATM machine software and easy for end user?
2) Name the applications that use function of windows in windows
3) Take opinion from stakeholders about design of product?
4) What is HCI according to CMA?
 
Total 5 subjective thy aik yaad ni 
 
18 mcqs thy 
 
Aik mcqs tha Kay 
1)Bank+ATM=?
2) Organizational memory Kay related tha mcqs 
 
Baqi virtulians ki file thi us me say mcqs thy 
 
I share the file
cs501
total 23 q
Mcqs easy thy past sy bhi thy and kuch book sy 
Subjective
3marksFALCON_A mein 2 ALU instruction  btani thi 
FALCON A ki instruction k bary mein briefly btana tha
5 marksCISC features list btani thi 
5marksException program and hardware exception mein diff btana tha
SPEC ka question tha 
3 question 5 marks and 2 question 3 marks 18 mcqs.....

*Cs403* 08:30
 
Difference between Primary key and alternative key 2 points?
Which tool can be use after analyzing a problem to develop a diagram?
If organization is using file server how you can agree a higher management to use a DBMS brief with 5 points.
Falcon A mn 3 question thy or immediate register ka 1 question or n bits ka 1 question tha paper easy tha
Done my cs610 exam today at 8:30am
 
All mcq from moaz waqar and riz mughal grand quiz file. All subjective from waqar file. For files please contact
 Today's cs408 paper
12 to 13 Mcq's from Junaid file
One question is about ATM system...how to improve withdrawing amount system..(5 marks)
One question is about iteration (3 marks)
One is the comparison of colors background in real environment..
aik ye tha Why blue color disappear while seeing...ye sahi sy statement yd ni
*Bt101*
*Midterm*
*10-1-2022*
posmatism signal 2 marks, define fossils 2 marks, water pollution detail 5 marks,  write a note on grazes and types detail 5 marks,  biological clocks 3 marks, aik 3 marks ka bhol gya.                 Mcqs kuch past sa thy or kuch new lakin bht easy thy e.g layers of atmosphere (5),fossils ki defination thi, hard layer under the soil and mud called............ . Etc
Aoa.zoo504,time 8:30
Exotic species,  WWF,  how many sanctuaries  in  Pakistan,  ayubia national  park,  negative  impacts  of  predation,  sources  of  pouutants
*Cs403*
innocent broken heart: Which tool can be use after analyzing a problem to develop a diagram?
innocent broken heart: Difference between Primary key and alternative key 2 points?
innocent broken heart: If organization is using file server how you can agree a higher management to use a DBMS brief with 5 points.
Ajj Mera mth621 ka mid tha
Objective Sara mega file Mai se tha grand quiz se 2021 ka
Completeness of R (2marks)
State Raabe s theory 2 marks
Power series ka question rha sinn (pie/6)/ 2^n ( x-1)^n
MI ka bohat asan n(n+1)/2
 3 marks ke
8 root is irrational
Inequality of number e 
5 marks k
Today Sta301midterm 
All mcqs from past ppr and questions form practice questions
1. Arthematic mean uses?
2.mean deviation for ungroup data data was given?
3. Coefficient of variations?
4. First two moment?
5.P(A/B) and P(B/A)? Values was given
Bio 201* Timing 8:30
Importance of Dna 
Cytoskeleton
Cellular Membrane difference between meiosis and mitosis 
Difference between Active transport and Passive Transport

*Cs403* 08:30
 
Difference between Primary key and alternative key 2 points?
 
Which tool can be use after analyzing a problem to develop a diagram?
 
 
If organization is using file server how you can agree a higher management to use a DBMS brief with 5 points.
Falcon A mn 3 question thy or immediate register ka 1 question or n bits ka 1 question tha paper easy tha 
 
 
My Today paper 
MCQS  FROM PPTS (Bht hi asan agr aik dfa ppts achay say pr lay ) 
Q NO1
What is bioindicators?2
Q NO 2
Advantages of biotrickling fikter  over biofilter?2
Q NO 3
Three phases of submerged aeration biofilter?3
Q NO 4
How to make plants more stable and tolerate against TMV.3
Q NO 5
what qualities are important and considerable of pollutants. For bio-processing.5
QNO 6
Brief note on maturation ponds?5
Paper was owsome and cool.


 
 *Mid Term Paper Fall 2021* 
*Date 10-02-2021*
*Timing 8:30a.m*
*Exam Phy101*
*Total 31 Question*
*27 Mcqs* 
*2 Short 2 Marks*
*2 Long Question 5 Mark's k*
*Mostly Mcqs From Past paper and Quiz File*
 
*Definitions of types of wave.( stand waves, shock waves,* *interference, beats)*
*Or ek tension sy related conceptual tha*
I've done eng101 paper
 so don't worry it was not much difficult. 
So here are some things regarding my today paper.
2 Marks question:
What is an adverb?
3 Marks question:
Related to time Relaters
5 Marks question was:
Making comparisons like Zee is more skilled than Aly something like that's
 
 
 
Today  my  paper Cs411 
8:30
 
mostly mcq in waqar file and highlighted handouts
 
write xaml code to create a button in a canvas with attributes left=0 right =0left =0 bottom =0
different between event consumer and event procetuer 
2  Question coding di gai thi uski output btanai thi 
1 question list of options di gai thi jismasy computer program and time intrupt finde karna tha
ISL
Paper me mujy do ayat k tarjmy ay thy
 Ak sura akhlas ka tha
Dorsi ka koi idea nahi tha
Total 32 question thy
Or 28 mcqs thy
Long me five feature of Islamic hospital wala tha

Eng301* 
*Midterm*
*10-1-2022* 
*Time - 10:30*
 Mcqs easy thy 
Files m sy thy kuch new thy 
Questions saray true false and fill in the blanks walay thy 
*Ik question  tha discuss space as individual culture*
 
Or fill in the blanks thy 
*Persuasive request ko zehan m rkhty huye fill krny thy 5 nmbr k*
*Mid Term Paper Fall 2021* 
*Date 10-02-2021*
*Timing 8:30a.m*
*Exam Phy101*
*Total 31 Question*
*27 Mcqs* 
*2 Short 2 Marks*
*2 Long Question 5 Mark's k*
*Mostly Mcqs From Past paper and Quiz File*
 
*Definitions of types of wave.( stand waves, shock waves,* *interference, beats)*
*Or ek tension sy related conceptual tha*


 
Mgt211 paper 
8:30 
Total q-32
4 subjective type .
Mcqs and 1 short question also from lec 15 to 20
ENG101
 
Grammatical MCQS (same as quizzes)
Correct forms of verb
Correct spellings
True false from comprehension
Synonyms
Sentence correction
Done my cs610 exam today at 8:30am
 
All mcq from moaz waqar and riz mughal grand quiz file. All subjective from waqar file. 
Mgt211 paper 
8:30 
Total q-32
4 subjective type .
Mcqs and 1 short question also from lec 15 to 20
[10/01, 11:29] Rana Toqeer ahmad Khan: Today Sta301midterm 
All mcqs from past ppr and questions form practice questions
1. Arthematic mean uses?
2.mean deviation for ungroup data data was given?
3. Coefficient of variations?
4. First two moment?
5.P(A/B) and P(B/A)? Values was given
Sta301midterm 
10.1.22/7am
All mcqs from past ppr and questions form practice questions
1. Arthematic mean uses?
2.mean deviation for ungroup data data was given?
3. Coefficient of variations?
4. First two moment?
5.P(A/B) and P(B/A)? Values was given
AoA,my paper 8:30 CS402 total 23 q
Mcqs easy thy past sy bhi thy and kuch book sy 
Subjective
3marksFALCON_A mein 2 ALU instruction  btani thi 
FALCON A ki instruction k bary mein briefly btana tha
5 marksCISC features list btani thi 
5marksException program and hardware exception mein diff btana tha
SPEC ka question tha 
3 question 5 marks and 2 question 3 marks 18 mcqs.....BEST OF LUCK
Paper fall 2022:
CS 101:
Questions:
1. We have different operating systems.Write three types of operating system?
2.Binary Addition.
3.Types Full Form of URL.Also write three examples of URL.
4.Convert bit pattern to Hexadecimal.
Mideterm paper cs (101)
5 marks question
Algorithm making a cup of tea module 85
3 marks questions
1 Artificial intelligence
2 psl cricket match
3 tit
Search on search engine and give your results
5marks question
Sounds amplitude
3marks question
Binary addition and compliment sa related th
CS 101
Definition of hardware? 
Stocks Dell? 
AND Or XOR operation ki calculation karni thi mathematic dii hoi thi
Orr ik question ya tha ka MB , TB orr GB bhi batayny thy
Q1.2's complement,conversation between positive and negative representation
Q2.7+(-5) 2's complement k method sy solve krna tha
Q3.machine cycle k 3 steps likhny thy
Q4.CDN stands for and its purpose?
URL ki abbreviation or examples aye thi,Floating point ky error trancation ko solve krny ky konsy 2 method hn,Or mentisa exponent wala question aya tha, Binary ko hexadecimal mn change krna kr k jana or objective bhtt hi fazool tha.
Exam Phy101
Total 31 Question
27 Mcqs 
2 Short 2 Marks
2 Long Question 5 Mark's k
Mostly Mcqs From Past paper and Quiz File

Definitions of types of wave.( stand waves, shock waves, interference, beats)
Or ek tension sy related conceptual tha
Jesa key hamny predict kiya tah wesa he has.. 1 numerical ka question aya tah long main total 4 question teh...2 marks key 2 question and 5 marks key 2 question

SOC101 Mid Term Paper

Q1: What do you think of hierarchy of offices in bureaucratic characteristics?

Q2: Do you believe that women get the different treatment in justice system? Explain logically

Q3: Is social conflict due to the reason that resources are exploited by rich?

Q4: Both rule breaker and rule maker is influence by social power. Do you agree? 

Q5: Define imperialism ..
Pak301
1.How many year Allama iqball stay uorp. 3year
2.Now And Never.1933.
3.embedar hindu Muslim Unaity.Quaid e Azam
4.sir syed go to england.1869
Philosophical expitation to ideology of pakistan.Allama iqball
CS 101
Definition of hardware? 
Stocks Dell? 
AND Or XOR operation ki calculation karni thi mathematic dii hoi thi
Orr ik question ya tha ka MB , TB orr GB bhi batayny thy
MGT 201
2 Short question 
Find Face value
Find ratio
Long question
Explain Islamic banking
Find the investing amount, (table provide tha with value)
28 MCQS
#CS201
18 mcq aya tha
5 question tha
mara to sb coding k tha

graphic k sath
or integration 7 pa divide kar tha
ek graphs aya tha ose ki value de thi or print karwa na tha graph ma
Soc101 paper 10:30 
16Mcqs conceptual+definition 
1. difference between deviance and crime
2. Cumulative and verifiable characteristic of scientific statement
3.any example of same status ascribed and achieved in different situations
4.social control explanation
5.any three diverse nature of society by comte
6.illegitimate opportunity provides more chances of crime or not
Isl201 today 8:30
Always ask Allah SWT even any small and ordinary thing??? Describe hadith in this regard???? 3 marks
Reaction of Abu bakr siddique on implention of Zakat???? 3 marks
Feature of executive authority ???5 marks
Describe holy prophet dislikes entering house without permission??? 5 marks?
Cs 101
Paper 8 30
18 mcqs from handsout...
Q1.2's complement,conversation between positive and negative representation
Q2.7+(-5) 2's complement k method sy solve krna tha
Q3.machine cycle k 3 steps likhny thy
Q4.CDN stands for and its purpose?
URL ki abbreviation or examples aye thi,Floating point ky error trancation ko solve krny ky konsy 2 method hn,Or mentisa exponent wala question aya tha, Binary ko hexadecimal mn change krna kr k jana or objective bhtt hi fazool tha
01. Three functions of kernal
02. Convert the following having base 10 into excess 8 notation  
3
2
0
-3
-2
03. Match the columns
ColumnA
Use of c++ 
The stack 
Operation perform in Alu
Calculation of data
COLUMN B
Programing language
Spread sheet
Data manipulation
 abstract Data
Long Questions
01. Write down steps involved in insertion sort algorithm
{17,11,6,8}
02. Loop control related example
SOC101 Mid Term Paper

Q1: What do you think of hierarchy of offices in bureaucratic characteristics?

Q2: Do you believe that women get the different treatment in justice system? Explain logically

Q3: Is social conflict due to the reason that resources are exploited by rich?

Q4: Both rule breaker and rule maker is influence by social power. Do you agree? 

Q5: Define imperialism ..

Q6: yad nh xD
*My today's MGT211 midterm paper
Date: 10 Jan 2022
Timing: 10:30 am
All the lectures that were excluded from syllabus were included in MCQS portion
So must prepare lecture 17, 18, 19,20 for MCQS
Total 32 questions 
2 Short questions of 3 marks 
Question 1: Replacement chart and its features
Question 2: Three fulfilments needed to obtain the certificate of commencement

2 Long Questions of 5 marks
Question 1: Mr. Ali has Rs.10,00,000 and 15 years of experience in cloth sector. He wants to do some business. Which kind of business you will recommend to him. Write any four characteristics of that business.
Question 2: Define Marketing and write its revolution stages
Soc 101 12:00 pm

Total 22 questions
16 mcqs
Nurter,nature(3)
Why education is important  tell being a sociologist (5)
Why isolated people cant handle society?(5)
Role of belief in society(3)
Limitations of social conflict theory(3)
*My today's MGT211 midterm paper
Date: 10 Jan 2022
Timing: 10:30 am
All the lectures that were excluded from syllabus were included in MCQS portion
So must prepare lecture 17, 18, 19,20 for MCQS
Total 32 questions 
2 Short questions of 3 marks 
Question 1: Replacement chart and its features
Question 2: Three fulfilments needed to obtain the certificate of commencement

2 Long Questions of 5 marks
Question 1: Mr. Ali has Rs.10,00,000 and 15 years of experience in cloth sector. He wants to do some business. Which kind of business you will recommend to him. Write any four characteristics of that business.
Question 2: Define Marketing and write its revolution stages
Q6: yad nh xD
ENG 101 Current Papers
Long main idea is heart of paragraph .??
Compound and complex sentences . differentiate krna tha koch sentences given thay 
Assassination ka synonym likhny thayy 3 
Fact and opinion likhnyy thayy .. koch sentences given tahyy ...
Or mcqs zada past paper sa nai ayyy 
Quiz mn zada tr synonyms batany thayy 
Meaning batany thayy 
Or koch grammar mn sa thayy
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1. difference between deviance and crime
2. Cumulative and verifiable characteristic of scientific statement
3.any example of same status ascribed and achieved in different situations
4.social control explanation
5.any three diverse nature of society by comte
6.illegitimate opportunity provides more chances of crime or not
C101 Mid Term Paper

Q1: What do you think of hierarchy of offices in bureaucratic characteristics?

Q2: Do you believe that women get the different treatment in justice system? Explain logically

Q3: Is social conflict due to the reason that resources are exploited by rich?

Q4: Both rule breaker and rule maker is influence by social power. Do you agree? 

Q5: Define imperialism ..

Q6: yad nh xD
Isl201 today 8:30
Always ask Allah SWT even any small and ordinary thing??? Describe hadith in this regard???? 3 marks
Reaction of Abu bakr siddique on implention of Zakat???? 3 marks
Feature of executive authority ???5 marks
Describe holy prophet dislikes entering house without permission??? 5 marks???
Midterm 2022(Cs101)
01. Three functions of kernal
02. Convert the following having base 10 into excess 8 notation  
3
2
0
-3
-2
03. Match the columns
ColumnA
Use of c++ 
The stack 
Operation perform in Alu
Calculation of data
COLUMN B
Programing language
Spread sheet
Data manipulation
 abstract Data
Long Questions
01. Write down steps involved in insertion sort algorithm
{17,11,6,8}
02. Loop control related example
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MGT 201
2 Short question 
Find Face value
Find ratio
Long question
Explain Islamic banking
Find the investing amount, (table provide tha with value)
28 MCQS
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Mideterm paper cs (101)
5 marks question
Algorithm making a cup of tea module 85
3 marks questions
1 Artificial intelligence
2 psl cricket match
3 tit
Search on search engine and give your results
5marks question
Sounds amplitude
3marks question
Binary addition and compliment sa related th
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bio101
bacteriophage define 
advantages of bacteriophage
asexual reproduction types
fraternal twins and identical twins difference
chromosomes structure
mitochondria and choloroplast camparison
ACC501
 5 to 20 lec m jitnay b formulas hain wo yad kar lain or baki bond 
Fesher rule 
Nominal and real rate 
Why investor prefer to  investing in bond over stocks

Mostly papers m questions formulas wly tay or mcqs b
Today MTH603 4:00pm paper

MCQS easy thy aur handsout main sy thy files main sy 4 sy 5 thy.
Subjective:
1.Newton Raphson method ka formula...2marks
2.Shortest distance find krna tha equation given the....3marks
3.Question tha Guass elimination method sy krna tha....5marks
4. Equation given the eigen value find krni the......5marks
5. Equation with first iteration di huwe the us ki next iteration find krni the.....3marks

